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Introduction 
When a vertically moving disk is placed on 
the top of the background, consisting of 
lines subtending forty-five degrees, it is 
perceived to move in the direction of lines. 
Previous evidence suggests that this 
illusion, called the Furrow illusion, is 
independent of background contrast (1, 2). 
 
Pilot experiment in our laboratory, however, 
showed that at higher speed illusion 
disappears at lower contrasts. 
 
In the proposed study we will examine the 
relationship between the background 
contrast, background awareness and 
illusion strength. 

Method 

Backgrounds of various contrasts will be presented randomly to participants. A small disk will then move vertically across the lines. 
Participants will report the direction of movement and whether they perceived the orientation of lines. 
 
From these measurements we will calculated illusion strength and awareness as a function of background contrast. 

Results 

Conclusions 
If our predicted results are confirmed in an actual experiment, it would suggest that 
Furrow illusion is independent of background awareness and depends only on 
background contrast. 
 
Such a dissociation would be interesting, because it would demonstrate that the 
strength of visual signal that our brains need for calculation of direction of motion is 
independent from our conscious perception of visual signal.  
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We predict that participants will be able to perceive the orientation of background 
lines (awareness) even at 10% contrast level. We however predict a dissociation, in 
which illusion disappears at lower, but still visible contrasts. 	
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